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I often find myselfpuzzling over a curious phenomenon
in my daily clinical work, in my teaching, and my research.
I have been struggling with the same problem for over twenty years. Although I often have believed for a moment that
the solution was within my grasp, or thought I caught a brief
glimpse of an explanation through the mists of my confusion and uncertainty, on each occasion I have found my conclusions disconfirmed by clinical facts or have come to appreciate that my apparent answer was in fact an invitation to
raise yet another cleverly-disguised question. I have shared
my perplexity with a large number of colleagues, and have
been impressed that many of them did not believe that I had
identified a genuine problem, and that others were quite
secure with answers that I had found lacking or had abandoned years before.
Let me frame the dilemma, which I alluded to in passing in my paper, 'The Natural History ofMultiple Personality
Disorder" (Eluft, 1985a). Although it has only been in recent
years that others' experience and research has confirmed
my own impressions, I have long been struck with how simple so many cases of childhood dissociative disorders are in
terms of the number of alters, how frequently the children's
allegations of abuse can be documented, and how rapid the
response to treatment can be when the child can be made
to feel completely safe from further harm. However, it is
clear that dissociative disorders in adults often are not simple in structure, that allegations of abuse frequently cannot
be documented, and the treatmen t typically can be long and
arduous. I also have seen relatively little "character pathology" in my childhood cases, while it is not at all infrequent
in adult cases.
To summarize many observations in a number of articles and presentations, I suggested that during adolescence
some MPD cases appeared to consolidate at their childhood
degree of complexity but in others the MPD adaptation
could take on a life of its own, achieving a secondary autonomy, with the formation of alters becoming a major coping
style, called into play in all manner of circumstances. I also
observed that when alter formation continued to occur, it
was not uncommon for the MPD patient to develop a complex inner world and personal myths, in which the alters'
relationships with one another and their i'nteractions achieved
a compelling reality to the patient (Kluft, 1988). Furthermore,
there seemed to be some sort of relationship between (1)
the proclivity to develop an elaborate inner world and other
indices of complexity and (2) the propensity to respond to
exogenous social pressures and influences by forming addi-

tional alters and according them a believed-in history.
Thus, I indicated that many but not all MPD patients
undergo a metamorphosis in which, as in many species of
insects, the adult form differs in many ways from the original structure and presentation manifest in childhood. This
metamorphosis is a dilemma, a riddle, a puzzle, a conundrum that deserves our most careful attention. It remains
arguable that the difference is due to other factors, such as
iatrogenic pressures, and that the complex adult forms are
not naturalistic phenomena. However, the frequency with
which I have been able to gain documentation from family
members and concerned others of the presence of dissociative psychopathology in the childhoods of my complex
adult cases convinces me that most of them, if not all of
them, have grown up dissociative, and that their dissociative
psychopathology may have undergone significant transformation over time, a process I have described elsewhere (Kluft,
1985a).
The reader may not be aware that although Frankel
(1992) has disputed the traumatic etiology of MPD by noting that alleged abuses are rarely documented in the MPD
literature, this argument was made without considering the
literature on childhood MPD and dissociative disorders. Had
Frankel addressed this literature, it would have been rather
difficult to maintain his stance. Articles by Kluft (1984, 1985b),
Fagan and McMahon (1984), Bowman, Blix, and Coons
(1985), Hornstein and Putnam (1992), and several others
have indicated abuse was documen ted in most of their cases.
Recently Coons (1994) was able to confirm child abuse in
eight of nine cases of childhood and adolescent MPD and
all twelve cases of dissociative disorder not specified in this
age range. In this issue, Klein, Mann, and Goodwin report
several cases in which documen tation was demonstrated, and
Wickramasekera offers highly suggestive evidence that a somatic memory has a historical foundation, offering a physiological expression of Bessel van der Kolk's axiom that "the
body keeps the score."
Unfortunately, no such confirmatory evidence exists for
the allegations of most adult cases. Also, the accounts of
many complex adult MPD patients are so suffused with allegations the credibility of which is suspect that the believability of their more mundane allegations is discounted in
the current socio-political climate.
Clearly, something is happening thatwe very much need
to understand. From genuinely hurt children with whom it
is easy to empathize and sympathize, a metamorphosis
occurs such that adults emerge who tell stories about them-
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seh'cs that are complicated, confusing, and often strain the
belief of the listener. They become adults with whom many
have no sympalh)' and empathy, and the reality of whose
11Ur( is all (00 often challenged ifnotpcrcmplorilydiscounted.

To cite illustrative cases from my clinical experience,
let me contraSllwo situations [ assessed recently. The first
is ofa sixlcen-rcar-old girl I diagnosed with dissociative disorder not otherwise specified: the second regards a woman
in her forties. In the first instance, the patient's morner looked
me in the face and said, '" suppose it wouldn', do any good
to deny I abused hcr?W I said, ~Sometimes things happen
that ,,'C regret when we look back on l..hcm. "Thereupon she
ga"c a full account of her mistreamlcnl of her daughter. I
laterreceivcd additional documentation from an agency that
once had remO"ed the girl from her mother's home.
The second patient, a poised professional woman, eyed
me warily. She had wanted to "interview" me and learn my
diagnostic opinion before applying to the dissociath'e disorders program I head. She opened with: "1 am the victim
oftransgenerational Satanic abuse. Do )'Oll belieye me and
do)'Ou know how todeprogram me?~Thisunfonunatcwoman
alleged herself to have scver.!.l thousand personalities, and
bclie"ed her mind had been manipulated by ,'irtually eyery
major agency and componenl of the military-industrial complex. Her DES (Bernstein & Putnam, 1986) score was 47,
and a SCI 0-0 intenriew showed severe symptomatology in all
areas assessed (Score=20/20) .llerelementaryschool records
documented severe dissociative symptoms in childhood. She
ccrtainly suffered ~'IPD, bUl whether her given history is accurate and whether hcr tllousands ofalters developed in response
to historical trauma remains uncertain at bcst
How can we understand the second case? It is o\'er-simplinic to make the glib assumption that her complexity and
her accounts are iatrogenic artifacts, because she had made
the same presentation to her first therapist. Did shc rcslxmd
to social pressures of some SOrl? Certainl)' il would be naivc
to assume Ihat a person can Jive in a socicty without being
inOuenced by what is happening in that society, but her particular presen tation can not be explained by social pressures
alone. Millions were exposed 1O similar social pressures and
did not suITer this type of outcome. Could she have wanted
to be especially fascinating to IllC, to evoke m)' in terest? Perhaps,
but her prcsentation was the same to all who had examined
her, and I was not thcn or subsequently asked to become
ilwoked an)' further than to do a diagnostic assessment and
discuss my program \\;th her.
I think thai a series of in trapsrchic processes tllat I do
nOI prelend to understand is at work in such cases. I do not
exclude the possibility of all sons of influences from therapy, the media. and society pla}'ing crucial roles in generating such complex presentations, but they arc partial explanationsat best, and insufficient to account for the full picture.
If they were sufficient, tllis nalion of soap opera and talk
show viewers "'ould be producing such patients by the hundreds of thousands rather than by the hundreds or thousands. Instead, it is my impression that something happened
in tlle second patient so that her mind wove the intricale
tapestry of pathology with which I was presented. fantas)'.

imaginative im'oh'emcn t, h)'])notizabili l)', fan l.asy-proneness,
and pS)'chodynamics have been recn.itcd in this process. In
my opinion, creativit)' gone wild seems to be a factor. The
inner worlds ofmany MI'D patien ts bear striking resem blances
to the imaginal)' worlds depicted in fantasy epics and the
science fiction literature. Thesc patients' interpretations of
the here-and-now world in terms of their inner worlds are
reminiscent of the elIorts of students in English OIl a semiIlar on allegory in IiteralUre. trying earnestly to understand
evel}·thing in terms of the principles of interpretation that
are under sUld)'. I have come 1O thing thai the efforts ohhe
mental healtll disciplines alone ma)' be insufficient to apprehend all aspects of the mctamorphosis under discussion.
Although I havc no illusion tllat it will be casy to grasp
the cssence of this metamorphosis, or that ready solutions
will come our way in the immediate future, I think it is essential to begin its exploration in twO ways. First, it will be usefullO build bridges LOward this phenomenon from areas of
knowledge already at our disposal. Such efforts are useful,
btU often vulnerable to confirmatory bias and to a tendenC)' to reduce the Ilew area under sllldy to the statuS of an
cxample of something already known. Its uniqueness and
possible diITcrcnces from previously studied subjects arc easy
to o\'crlook or negale. Second, il will be useful to study the
phenomenology of these metamorphoses and try to discern
their message to us. This Iype ofeffort runs the riskofbecoming lost in itself, and neglecting what is already known. Taken
together, hopefully both sorts of cxploration can excn corrective inlluences upon one another.
In the current aunosphere of polarized debate thai surrowuls allegations ofchildhood mislreaunent, the often difficult-ta-accept accounts of adult patients \\;th MPD are frequentlya prime target ofthose who are skeptical of patients'
accounts ofthe traumata tht'}' have suffered. Theconsequences
for the credibility of our patients and our field are problematic. The understanding of this metamorphosis will be
10 the benefit of all panics. The failure to understand it is
a guarantee of further acrimony and confusion. [consider
ilurgen t to begin the systematic study ofthis process of transformation and its consequences. •
Richard P. Klujt, M.D.
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